MEGA LIFT
Floating Lift Station Degreaser

MEGA LIFT is a floating lift station degreaser is specially formulated to quickly dissolve deposits in wet wells which could greatly reduce capacity and emit offensive odors. This floating solvent system contains degreasers and detergents that clean so you don’t have to. MEGA LIFT is added directly to lift stations and wet wells in its concentrated form for effortless cleaning. MEGA LIFT can also be used to maintain and clean sumps and grease traps easily. The rise and fall of the water level in the well accomplishes cleaning and degreasing of the vertical surfaces of lift stations, wet wells, and other similar treatment facilities. MEGA LIFT reduces the need for routine physical cleaning while neutralizing offensive odors.

Directions
Grease Traps: For optimum results in the treatment of 1,000 gallon grease traps, it is best to pump the trap before treatment. For initial treatment of grease traps pour 2-4 gallons of MEGA LIFT into trap, then treat grease trap daily with 1-3 pints of MEGA LIFT depending on size of trap. For traps that have not been previously treated, an initial 5-10 gallons of MEGA LIFT will be needed.
Drains: Use MEGA LIFT a minimum of 4 times daily on all floors of building. Start on lowest floor of building at the rate of one floor per day until top floor is reached. When top floor is reached, continue treatment of top floor only. Use 2 times per week. Recommended use for 4” pipes is approximately 8 ounces per treatment.
Lift Station: MEGA LIFT should be added to a wet well until a layer of 8-10 inches is coating on the surface. This initial treatment should remain effective for a period of 3 to 6 months, depending on system demands. Add as needed.

Areas of Use:
*Hotels
*Schools
*Cities & Counties
*Restaurants
*Hospitals
*Stadiums
*Casinos
*Amusement Parks

Appearance & Odor.......................... Orange liquid with citrus odor.
Net Contents.................................. 5, 20, 30, 55 Gallon(s)
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